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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a time-efficient approach
to generate safe, smooth and dynamically feasible trajectories
for quadrotors in the obstacle-cluttered environment. By using
the uniform B-spline to represent trajectories, we transform
the trajectory planning to a graph-search problem of B-spline
control points in discretized space. Highly strict convex hull
property of B-spline is derived to guarantee the dynamical feasi-
bility of the entire trajectory. A novel non-uniform kinodynamic
search strategy is adopted, and the step length is dynamically
adjusted during the search process according to the Euclidean
signed distance field (ESDF), making the trajectory achieve
reasonable time-allocation and be away from obstacles. Non-
static initial and goal states are allowed, therefore it can be used
for online local replanning as well as global planning. Extensive
simulation and hardware experiments show that our method
achieves higher performance compared with the state-of-the-art
method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many practical applications of quadrotors require safe
navigation in cluttered environments, such as search, rescue,
and exploration. Motion planning is the foundation of safe
navigation, which generates trajectories that are followed by
the motion controller.
Safety, smoothness and good time-allocation are important
aspects of evaluating the quality of the trajectory. Smooth and
dynamically feasible trajectory allows it to be well tracked
by the quadrotor without significant control errors. A trajec-
tory that maintains a safe distance from obstacles as much
as possible is not only conducive to avoiding unexpected
collision, but also facilitates observation of the environment
due to less obstruction by obstacles. Time-allocation, also
called time parameterization, affects the trajectory velocity
and acceleration in different segments, which in turn affects
the safety and efficiency of the execution of the trajectory.
And it is also considered as one of the main factors leading
to sub-optimality of the trajectory.
In this paper, these aspects are considered simultaneously.
Uniform B-spline is utilized to represent trajectory and
convert the trajectory generation problem into control point
placement. A time-efficient non-uniform kinodynamic search
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Fig. 1. Traditional method only considers the position and generates a
trajectory (blue curve) from the shortest path, but facing the danger of
dynamical infeasibility and insecurity. In contrast, the method proposed
in this paper obtains a dynamically feasible and safe trajectory (colored
curve). In addition, the trajectory is reasonably time-allocated according to
the distance from the obstacle.
method based on Euclidean signed distance field (ESDF) is
proposed, ensuring the safety and reasonable time-allocation,
and achieving optimality in time duration and control cost.
Main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• A uniform B-spline trajectory representation for quadro-
tors. A highly strict convex hull property is derived for
a nonconservative dynamical feasibility check.
• A time-efficient non-uniform kinodynamic search algo-
rithm based on ESDF, which generates smooth, safe and
reasonably time-allocated trajectories.
• Implementation on simulator and hardware, for analyz-
ing and verifying the performance. The source code
of this work will be released on https://github.
com/tlb9551/BNUKsearch.
II. RELATED WORKS
Trajectory generation for quadrotor can be transformed
into the generation of the time-parameterized curve due to its
differentially flat [1]. When collision avoidance is considered
in cluttered environments, curves such as B-splines [2],
Be´zier [3] and piecewise polynomials [4], [5] are used to
represent shape-constrained trajectories.
Many existing planning methods take a two-step pipeline,
i.e. a collision-free path is planned at first, then the smooth-
ness and time-allocation of the relevant trajectory are op-
timized based on the shape of the path. At the front-end,
sampling-based [6], [7] and searching-based [8], [9] methods
are used to plan a collision-free path. In the back-end,
gradient-based methods [10] and several other methods [3],
[11] are employed to guarantee the smoothness and dynami-
cal feasibility. However, these methods separate the trajectory
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Fig. 2. In (a), we show a quintic B-spline curve with nine control points,
which has four spans, and each span is defined by its six consecutive local
control points. (b) shows the weights of the six local control points that
contribute to the span. In (c) and (d), we show the B-spline convex hull
(yellow area) applied in existing work [13] and the strict convex hull (green
area) derived from the present paper. Due to the conservativeness of B-
spline convex hull property (yellow area), a velocity curve may be misjudged
as violating the dynamic constraint. However, the convex hull we derived
(green area) closely wraps the curve, making the dynamical checking more
accurate.
shape and trajectory parameterization, are susceptible to
some problems. For example, global optimal trajectory or
even feasible trajectory may not be inside the homology class
of path which is generated by the front-end methods without
dynamic consideration.
Some methods consider both the trajectory shape and the
dynamics in parallel. Usenko et al. [14] used an optimization-
based method that integrated the smoothness, dynamic con-
straints and obstacle-avoidance into the cost function of
optimization but faced a low success fraction. Liu et al. [15]
proposed a primitive-based search method, the dynamical
feasibility was guaranteed but met the problem of time-
efficiency when high-order control inputs were required.
The time-allocation of trajectory is another significant
factor that affects the quality of trajectories. Ding et al.
[13] refined the control points of B-spline while the total
duration remains fixed. Fernbach et al. [16] sampled the
duration of segments until the related quadratic program is
solved, but it may be not suitable to generate trajectories with
many segments. Gao et al. [3] generated time-indexed paths
according to the density of obstacle, but the final trajectories
do not strictly follow the heuristics after optimization. In
this paper, we simultaneously deal with kinodynamic search
and time-allocation of the trajectory, which shows noticeable
benefits.
III. B-SPLINE BASED TRAJECTORY REPRESENTATION
Since the snap of the trajectory of quadrotor should
be continuous [1], quintic uniform B-spline is selected to
represent the trajectory of quadrotors. The B-spline is smooth
and has some useful properties, which are suitable for our
non-uniform kinodynamic search process.
A. Local Control Property and Kinodynamic Search
Search-based trajectory generation methods need to eval-
uate the cost of candidate trajectory increments frequently,
and the local properties of B-spline curves are tailored to
this. The value of a B-spline curve of degree k − 1 can be
evaluated by the following equation:
c(t) =
n∑
i=0
piBi,k(t) (1)
where pi ∈ R3 are the control points corresponding to ti, i ∈
{0, ..., n} and Bi,k(t) are the blending functions which can
be computed by the De Boor-cox recursive formula [17].
Note that for uniform B-spline, the time interval between
ti is fixed to be ∆t, and the Bi,k(t) is no-zero only in
the interval of t ∈ [ti, ti+k−1), which means that a curve
span in t ∈ [ti, ti+1) only depends on local k control points
[pi, ...,pi+k−1], it is called local control property. Therefore,
a quintic B-spline curve with n control points can be divided
into n− 5 spans (Fig. 2 (a)).
We define s(t) = (t − t0)/∆t as a uniform time repre-
sentation, u(t) = s(t)− i ∈ [0, 1] as a normalized parameter
corresponding to the i-th span of the curve ci(u(t)), where
i is the integer part of s(t). Therefore, the B-spline curve
can be evaluated by the following matrix representation as
mentioned in [18]:
ci(u(t)) = b
>
6 M6Pi (2)
where b>6 = [ 1 u u
2 ... u5 ] is the basis vector,
M6 ∈ R6×6 is a constant basis matrix of quintic uniform
B-spline and Pi = [ pi pi+1 ... pi+5 ]> ∈ R6×3 is
the vector of local control points of i-th span.
The derivatives of curve with respect to time can be also
expressed as matrix representation. And the derivative curves
are also B-spline curves with a lower degree, whose control
points are a constant linear combination of higher degree
B-splines control points.
The integral over squared time derivatives of the i-th span,
which expresses the control cost of quadrotor trajectory [1],
can be also locally computed in closed form during the
search process:
Ec
i
=
4∑
l=1
∫ ti+1
ti
wl
(
dci(u(t))
dlt
)2
dt
=
4∑
l=1
wlP
>
i M
>
6 QlM6Pi
(3)
where Ql = 1(∆t)2l−1
∫ 1
0
(
db
dlu
) (
db
dlu
)>
du is a constant matrix
and can be computed in advance. The local control property
and the matrix representation of Ec
i
enable incremental
calculation of the cost during the search process.
One understanding of Eq. 2 is that a span of quintic B-
spline can be regarded as weighted combinations of six local
control points, and the weight is the time-varying basis,
b>6 (u)M6. Fig. 2 (b) shows the weight of each control point
that contributes to a span when the uniform time parameter
u ∈ [0, 1]. The weights of p3 and p4 are much higher
than other control points, so the span will be close to the
connection line between p3 and p4 as shown in Fig. 2 (a).
As a result, we can easily confirm that the trajectory mostly
has no collision with obstacles as long as the connection
line of successive control points does not pass through
obstacles. Note that it is not a sufficient condition, and we
will introduce the convex hull property to build a sufficient
condition in the next subsection.
B. Strict Convex Hull Property and Feasibility Checking
The dynamical feasibility of trajectory guarantees that
trajectory can be well tracked by the motion controller
while some additional tasks are performed well [19]. As an
important property of B-spline, the convex hull property can
be used to conservatively evaluate the spans. Existing work
is faced with limitations due to its conservativeness, but the
novel strict convex hull property we derived here can be used
to evaluate the spans of B-spline in a nonconservative way,
so as to assess more accuracy in feasibility checking.
The convex hull property of B-spline means that a span
of B-spline ci(u) lies within the convex hull of its local
control points pi+j(j = 0, ..., k − 1), where k − 1 is the
degree of B-spline (see Fig. 2 (c)). Since the derivatives of a
B-spline curve are also B-spline curves with a lower degree
[17], they share the same property: local control property
and convex hull property. Thus the dynamical feasibility and
collision-free constraints can both be expressed as bounds
on the placement of control points.
In the previous work [13], the convex hull property of B-
spline is directly used to check the dynamical feasibility, a
span is judged to be dynamically infeasible unless all the
local control points of its derivative curve are within the
border of the dynamically feasible domain, i.e.
∥∥∥p′
i+j
∥∥∥ <
vmax and
∥∥∥p′′
i+j
∥∥∥ < amax. However, since the convex hull
of uniform B-spline control points does not tightly wrap the
span, this method has some limitations of conservativeness
as shown in Fig. 2 (c).
To solve this problem, we try to find a linear transforma-
tion of local control points Qi = LPi, so that the convex
hull formed by Qi more tightly wrap the span. We noticed
that the Be´zier curve also has convex hull property and the
Be´zier curve is guaranteed to pass through the first and the
last control points, so we transform the local span of B-spline
into a Be´zier curve representation to achieve tighter convex
hull(Fig. 2 (d)). Given:
ci(u) = b
>
k MkPi = b
>
k BkQi (4)
 ( a )
 ( c )
 ( b )
 ( d )
Fig. 3. Our search process starts from the starting nodes (blue points).
The node with the lowest cost is set as the current node (red point) and
is expanded to find its neighboring nodes (yellow points) according to the
distance from obstacle as shown in (b) and (c), During the search process,
dynamically infeasible nodes are excluded. As soon as reaching the goal
area, the search process is terminated and the control points (blue points)
of trajectory are retrieved, and the B-spline trajectory is calculated with the
control points as in (d).
Thus:
Qi = Bk
−1MkPi (5)
where Bk is the constant basis matrix of Be´zier curve, and
Qi are the local control points of Be´zier curve. Thus we can
use the strict convex hull property for dynamically feasible
checking as follows.
Dynamical feasibility checking: firstly, the control points
of the derivatives curve of trajectory are evaluated. Then we
computed the corresponding Be´zier control points with Eq. 5.
Finally, if all the Be´zier control points are in the dynamically
feasible domain, i.e.
∥∥∥q′
i+j
∥∥∥ < vmax and ∥∥∥q′′i+j∥∥∥ < amax,
the span of B-spline trajectory is judged to be dynamically
feasible (Fig. 2 (d)).
C. Non-static Initial and Goal State
In order to keep the trajectory continuous up to a higher
derivative of the quadrotor when the replanning happens
in flying, the non-static initial state should be allowed.
Given the non-static state of the quadrotor, position and
its derivative, {p,p′,p′′,p′′′} as the beginning of trajectory,
the first five control points can be obtained by solving the
following equation set:
dci(u)
dtl
∣∣∣∣
u=0
= b>6−l
∣∣
u=0
M6−lSlPi = p(l), l = 0, 1, 2, 3
(6)
and the 6-th control point is arbitrary.
The goal control points can also be calculated by a similar
approach. In our implementation, the goal state is set as
a waypoint with specified velocity. Therefore, only two
equations related to position and velocity, confirm the last
two control points of the whole trajectory.
Algorithm 1: BNUK search(sstart, send, G)
1 pstart ⇐ ComputeStartNode(sstart);
2 pend ⇐ ComputeEndNode(send);
3 O = I = ∅;
4 Add(O,pstart,Cost(pstart));
5 while Size(O 6= 0) do
6 pcur ⇐ PopMin(O), Add(I,pcur);
7 if pcur = pend then
8 CPs⇐ Retrieve(pcur,all);
9 return EvaluteTraj(CPs);
10 end
11 for pnbr ∈ NodeExpansion(pcur) ∩ pnbr /∈ I do
12 LocalCPs⇐ Retrieve(pnbr,6);
13 if CheckDynamic(LocalCPs)= true then
14 cten = Cost(pcur) +Cost(LocalCPs) +∆t;
15 if pcur ∈ O then
16 if cten < Cost(pnbr) then
17 Update(pnbr,cten);
18 end
19 end
20 else
21 Add(O,pnbr,cten+HeuristicCost(pnbr));
22 end
23 end
24 end
25 end
IV. NON-UNIFORM KINODYNAMIC SEARCH
As discussed in the previous section, the whole B-spline
trajectory can be expressed as a set of B-spline spans.
Successive spans share some same control points, i.e. the last
k−1 control points of span ci are the first k−1 control points
of ci+1. The increase in control points leads to an increase
in the spans and total trajectory duration. Therefore, the
trajectory planning is transformed as a problem to find a set
of B-spline control points, which generates a collision-free,
dynamically feasible and cost-optimized B-spline trajectory
between start and goal state. Such a problem can be treated
as a graph optimization problem and solved by our search-
based algorithm. For convenience, we call it BNUK (B-spline
based Non-uniform Kinodynamic) search (Alg. 1).
A. Algorithm Overview
The graph structure G := (V,E) is chosen as follows.
Vertices V is the cell center of voxels in discretized 3-
D space, indicating control points, and edges E is their
connections. Each vertex is connected to its neighbors in 26
directions like the usual A* search algorithm in 3-D space
but obeys the rule of choosing specific step length between
neighbors, which will be exhaustively discussed in the next
subsection.
Thus the kinodynamic search problem is to find an ordered
set of control points S := {p1,p2, ...,pn} from the graph
G, which satisfy the dynamical feasibility, and minimizes the
cost of trajectory as given below,
min
S⊂V
J(S) =
n−k+1∑
i=0
λEci + (n− k + 1)∆t (7)
which is a weight of control cost and trajectory duration. The
cost can be evaluated incrementally due to the local control
property.
B. Non-uniform Node Expansion
Node expansion refers to finding neighboring nodes
of the current node and is implemented in function
NodeExpansion(pcur) in Alg. 1.
Different from traditional path finding as A* search, the
output of BNUK search, i.e. a set of control points S is not
required to be connected in 3-D discrete space. Therefore, we
propose a novel non-uniform node expanding strategy. The
step length of the node expansion, i.e. the spacing between
two control points, is dynamically adjusted during the search
process.
As discussed in Sec. III, the spacing length between
control points will affect the derivatives of the trajectory
due to the fixed time interval ∆t. We argue that it is
reasonable to reduce the velocity of quadrotors in the vicinity
of the obstacles for security consideration, because the actual
trajectory is always deviated from the planned trajectory due
to the existence of control errors. Similarly, the velocity
should be increased to take full advantage of quadrotors
dynamics when away from obstacles. Therefore the spacing
length between control points needs to be set in reference to
some quantity describing the distance from the obstacle.
The Euclidean signed distance field (ESDF) is employed
as the reference. The cells of ESDF store the Euclidean dis-
tance to the nearest obstacle. We use the following function
f(d) to mapping distance d to step length of node expansion:
f(d) =
 0,d− τ,
vmax ·∆t,
d ≤ τ
τ < d ≤ τ + vmax ·∆t
d ≥ τ + vmax ·∆t
(8)
where τ is a parameter related to the radius of the quadrotor.
This function is limited under vmax · ∆t, so it does not
make the spacing between control points too large to cause
the trajectory exceeding the dynamical velocity limit. And
step length is proportional to the distance and is equal to
0 when the distance is under τ , meaning that the node is
always expanding in the collision-free area. This avoids time-
consuming obstacle inflation and also improves safety.
The non-uniform node expansion benefits the search pro-
cess in three aspects. Firstly, safety is improved because
the step length is always shorter than the distance to the
nearest obstacle, no control point will be set in non-free or
dangerous area. Secondly, since the trajectory duration is a
part of cost function, equal to (n− k + 1)∆t, expanding to
a node with large step length is less costly than a node with
small step length. Thus the trajectory will be naturally away
from obstacles to achieve less trajectory duration. Thirdly,
trajectory is reasonably time-allocated, slowly in obstacle-
dense area and fast in obstacle-sparse areas.
(a) A* search (b) RBK search
(c) our BNUK search (d) Replanning in large map
Fig. 4. (a), (b) and (c) are the illustrations of comparison between A*
search, RBK search, and our BNUK search. As in (a), A* search generates
a trajectory with the shortest length but takes the risk of being dynamically
infeasible (in red circle) due to the non-zero initial velocity. In (b), the
RBK search avoids the dynamical infeasibility by dynamical checking
during searching, but the trajectory is too close to obstacles and needs
time-allocation. In (c), our BNUK search obtains a safe and dynamically
feasible trajectory, and the trajectory is reasonably time-allocated according
to the obstacle-density. (d) shows our trajectory (red curve) is safer than the
trajectory (green curve) of Gao’s method [3] as our trajectory keeps a safe
distance from obstacles during the replanning simulation.
C. Dynamical Feasibility Checking and Heuristic Function
The dynamical checking and cost evaluating both need the
value of local control points, thus we utilize the function
Retrieve() to get the control points of the local span.
Then dynamical checking and cost evaluating are done by
the method discussed in Sec.III. As for the collision-free
checking, it is time-consuming and unnecessary so we leave
it out of the search process.
The heuristic function is useful to speed up the search
process due to the reduction of expanded node number, it is
an estimation of cost from the current node to the goal:
HeuristicCost(pnbr) = DiagDis(pnbr, pgoal)/vmax (9)
where DiagDis() denotes the diagonal distance. This heuris-
tic function is admissible since it underestimates the optimal
cost from pnbr to pend, and is efficient in speeding up the
search process.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Method
In this section, we compared our BNUK search with a
state-of-the-art method proposed by Gao et al. [3] in two
ways, trajectory generation on random maps and navigation
simulation on large maps. Gao’s method uses the fast march-
ing in the velocity field transformed from ESDF to find a
time-indexed path, the trajectories represented by piecewise
Be´zier curves are generated by solving a convex quadratic
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Fig. 5. Trajectory generation in random maps. Both methods generate tra-
jectories with reasonable time-allocation, but our method is safer, smoother
and more time-efficient.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF TRAJECTORY GENERATION
ON 50 RANDOM MAPS
Traj. Traj. Comp. Avg. Avg. Min. Avg.
Length Time Time Vel. Acc. Dis. Dis.
(m) (s) (ms) (m/s) (m/s2 ) (m) (m)
Our method 12.95 11.69 16.9 1.11 0.46 0.97 1.82
Gao’s method [3] 12.39 11.94 68.56 1.04 0.29 0.54 1.63
program. We compared our method with Gao’s method
because both methods use the obstacle density informa-
tion in EDSF to generate trajectories with reasonable time-
allocation, but in different ways and trajectory representation,
resulting in different performance in time-efficiency and
trajectory quality.
We generate 50 random maps and plan trajectories from
the center to side and corner with two methods, simulating
local replanning that often occurs in autonomous navigation.
The map size is 20m × 20m × 4m and resolution is 0.2m.
The maximum velocity and acceleration are set as 1.6m/s
and 1.6m/s2. As the result shown in Tab. I, both methods
generate dynamically feasible trajectories and behave simi-
larly in terms of trajectory length and duration. The mean and
minimum distance from obstacles of our methods are larger
than Gao’s method, meaning that the trajectory generated by
our methods is safer. In addition, our method is much more
time-efficient, and the average calculation time is less than
a quarter of theirs.
We also simulate the navigation in several large random
forest maps with two methods. RHC (Receding Horizon
Control) [20] is used as the same strategy. Replanning
happens when the quadrotor arrives at the border of prior
sensing horizon or when a collision is detected. The map size
is 50m×50m×5m and resolution is 0.2m, the local sensing
map size is 20m × 20m × 5m. We set the same maximum
velocity and acceleration as 1.6m/s and 1.6m/s2, same start
and goal are set so that the trajectory length is longer than
50m. As shown in Fig. 4 (d), our trajectory (red curve) is
safer than Gao’s (green curve). Tab. II shows the average
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF REPLANNING ON LARGE RANDOM MAPS
Traj. Traj. Comp. Replan
Length Time Time Times
(m) (s) (ms)
Our method 55.33 46.95 44.6 8.6
Gao’s method [3] 51.75 56.94 194.27 26.3
Fig. 6. Indoor experiment. The quadrotor generates a safe and smooth
trajectory to avoid the obstacles while flying. The red curve indicates the
trajectory planner by our method, the green curve is the ground truth.
data of two methods, the trajectory length is similar but
our method reaches a lower duration. Our method is much
more time-efficient. The replanning times of Gao’s method
are higher than ours because it encountered failures during
the trajectory optimization process.
B. Flight Experiment
Flight experiment is done to demonstrate the collision
avoidance and real-time calculation of our method. We use
a quadrotor based on the Pixhawk flight controller, and an
UP2 embedded board is utilized as the onboard computer. A
motion capture system is used to locate the quadrotor and
obstacles. The map size of our indoor flight is 6m×6m×2m,
and the resolution is 0.1m. The maximum velocity and
acceleration are set as 0.6m/s and 0.6m/s2. We employ
the controller in [21] to track the trajectory generated by
our method. Fig. 6 shows the snapshots of our experiment.
The time of trajectory generation is 42ms. The max velocity,
acceleration, and jerk of trajectory are 0.53m/s, 0.43m/s2
and 0.63m/s3, thus the whole trajectory is dynamically
feasible and smooth. The minimum distance to the obstacle is
0.80m while no obstacle inflation is applied, which means
the trajectory generated by our method is quite safe. We
recommend readers to watch the attached video for more
details.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a time-efficient search-based
approach to generate safe, smooth and dynamically feasible
trajectories for quadrotors. Benefiting from ESDF-based non-
uniform search, our algorithm generates trajectories away
from obstacles and has reasonable time-allocation. The
highly strict convex hull property we derived makes the
trajectory dynamically feasible and not too conservative. We
have also enabled non-zero initial and termination states
to be used so that algorithms can be applied in different
scenarios. Extensions to this work may include developing
informative heuristics for our search process and exploring
the application of the non-uniform rational B-spline curve in
trajectory planning.
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